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regeneration; on place branding; on inclusion and well-being; on
innovation and creativeness.

■
The OECD LEED Trento Centre for Local Development is an
integral part of the OECD. The OECD is a unique forum where
governments work together to address the economic, social and
environmental challenges of globalisation. The Organisation
provides a setting where governments can compare policy
experiences, seek answers to common problems, identify good
practice and work to co-ordinate domestic and international
policies. The LEED (Local Economic and Employment
Development) Programme’s mission is to contribute to the
creation of more and better quality jobs through more effective
policy implementation, innovative practices, stronger capacities
and integrated strategies at the local level. The Trento Centre’s
objectives are: to improve the quality of public policies
implemented at the local level through continuous monitoring and
assessment of current practices; to develop capacity in the
design, implementation and evaluation of local economic and
employment development strategies to help grow local
economies in OECD member and non-member countries; to
promote innovation in local economic and employment
development across the globe; and to strengthen the relationship
between policy makers, local development practitioners and the
scientific community and to facilitate the transfer of expertise and
exchange of experiences between OECD member and nonmember countries.

■
Museums and cultural heritage are powerful assets for local
development. They can help attract tourists, bring revenues,
regenerate local economies, promote inclusion, boost cultural
diversity and reinvent territorial identity. For several decades
now, cities and regions have been drawing on these assets to
put in place heritage-led regeneration plans as part of their wider
economic development strategies. At the same time, museums
are increasingly recognising the instrumental benefits of the arts
and sciences and are experimenting with the new roles they can
play as agents of economic development, social innovation and
social inclusion while continuing to enrich their traditional
heritage conservation, restoration, scientific, and education
functions.

• Examples of ‘what works’ and ‘what does not’ in maximising the
impacts and creating linkages between the museums and the
local economy and social fabric and the implications for a wide
spectrum of policies ranging from culture and tourism to
employment and skills, health, business development, innovation
and spatial planning.
• New governance arrangements and funding models. The new
agenda impacts on how work is organised within a museum
including human resources and funding. It also requires local
and regional governments to effectively integrate new
dimensions in their economic, social and spatial development
strategies.
To address these needs, in 2017-18, the OECD is developing a
guide to inform and support policy makers and the museum
community in designing successful culture-led local development
strategies. The guide provides a self-assessment framework and
policy options:
• For local and regional governments to assess and improve
their approaches to utilising cultural heritage as part of
sustainable local development;
• For museums to assess and strengthen their existing and
potential linkages with the local economy and social fabric.
The Euregio Museum Day 2017 will review the pilot version of
the guide and work on thematic action principles and policy
options to advance the reflection on these issues. Comments,
recommendations and good practice stories will contribute to the
next edition of the guide to be issued by the end of 2018.
The Euregio Museum Day 2017 is organised by the Autonomous
Province of Trento as part of the Euregio initiatives and in
collaboration with the OECD LEED Centre of Trento for local
development.

■
The participants are representatives of Euregio museums and
local administrations.

■

Several converging factors lead to the emergence of new
partnerships between the museums and local authorities. In
many countries decentralisation entrusts local authorities with
greater responsibilities, notably in the cultural sphere. At the
same time the financial and economic crisis has caused national
and local governments to reduce contribution to museums and
galleries, which must then reinforce their partnerships with local
authorities.

Italian/German (simultaneous interpretation will be provided).

In this context, national, city and regional governments, the
museum community, private foundations and other stakeholders
are increasingly interested in:

■

• New ways to measure the impact of culture and museums on
local development to effectively channel public and private
funding. The debate shifts from demonstrating the tax revenues,
visitors’ spending and jobs associated with the museums’
economic activity to also capturing impacts on community
development through greater social capital; on urban

■
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8.30-9.00

Registration and welcome coffee

9.00-9.15

Welcome and introduction
Claudio MARTINELLI, Director, Department for Culture, Autonomous Province of Trento, Italy

9.15-9.45

Round table: What perspectives for the valorisation of the Euregio’s cultural heritage and the role of its
museums?
Moderator: Fausta SLANZI, Journalist
Tiziano MELLARINI, Regional Minister for Culture, Cooperation, Sport and Civil Protection, Autonomous Province
of Trento
Beate PALFRADER, Regional Minister for Culture and Education, Land Tirol
Florian MUSSNER, Regional Minister for Education, Cultural Heritage and Museums, Autonomous Province of
Bolzano

9.45-11.00

Culture and local development: maximising the impact. A common agenda for museums and local
administrations.
Alessandra PROTO, Acting Head, LEED Trento Centre for Local Development, OECD
Peter KELLER, General Director, International Council of Museums (ICOM)
Antonia CAOLA, Representative for Trentino Alto Adige, ICOM Italia
Bernd FESEL, Senior Advisor, European Centre for Creative Economy (ECCE), Germany

11.00-12.30

Laboratory of policies and good practices: maximising the impact of culture on local development
Participants will be divided into thematic working groups to test and analyse OECD action principles to maximize
the impact of culture on local development in the following areas:
1) Cultural development, education and creativity
2) Inclusion, health and wellbeing
3) Economic development and innovation
4) Urban regeneration and community development
5) Managing relations between local administrations and museums in a local development perspective

12.30-14.00

Buffet lunch

14.00-14.45

Feedback from the working groups by the rapporteurs

14.45

Conclusions
Alberto GARLANDINI, Vice-President, International Council of Museums (ICOM)

16.00

Guided tour of MUSE – Science Museum of Trento
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INFORMATION
Servizio Attività Culturali, Provincia autonoma di Trento
Via Romagnosi, 5,38122 Trento
P. +39 0461 496914 | P. +39 0461 496923
serv.attcult@provincia.tn.it

OECD LEED TRENTO CENTRE FOR LOCAL DEVELOPMENT
Vicolo San Marco 1 | 38122 Trento, Italy
leed.trento@oecd.org
www.trento.oecd.org
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